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how are l ibrarians teaching and 
assessing first-year instruction?



learning outcomes

recognize what librarians are teaching and assessing at the 
first-year.

identify best practices in (first-year) library instruction and 
assessment.

critique your own teaching in first-year courses.



What
percentage of  
your teaching 
t ime involves 
f i r s t -year 
s tudents?
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why should we care

Why Arizona, Ken Lund, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Why,_Arizona.jpg



first-year library instruction

PC Lab by Fernando de Sousa, https://www.flickr.com/photos/fernando/204777398



the survey

Administered in 2019 (pre-COVID).

N = 168

Respondents were Librarians and paraprofessional 
employees with an interest in Information Literacy who 
identified as teaching first-year students.



demographics
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demographics cont.
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how is the bulk of first-year 
instruction delivered?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I don't know.

Online, asynchronous

Online, synchronous

In-person, in a regular (non-computer) classroom

In-person, in a campus computer classroom

In-person, in a library computer classroom

Your institution You



What about your 
s i tuat ion? 

How has COVID 
changed that?
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what/how are l ibrarians teaching 
and assessing at the first-year?

best practices in (first-year) 
instruction and assessment

vs



how many sessions do you normally 
teach to a f i rst-year class?

One (aka one-shot), 
73%

Two, 10%

Three, 4%

More than three, 
11%

I'm embedded in 
classes, 2%



best practice

Unknown Author, https://scherlund.blogspot.com/2016/06/are-we-too-preoccupied-with-teaching.html



my library has common first-year 
curriculum or learning outcomes.
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curriculum learning outcomes



What about your 
l ibrary? 

How has COVID 
changed that?
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Len Calderone, https://scherlund.blogspot.com/2019/06/what-is-deep-learning-deep-learning.html

best practice



how do you devote class time?

Lecture
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Lecture

Discussion

Discussion
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best practice

David Wacks, https://davidwacks.uoregon.edu/



concepts vs. mechanics taught

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

100 concepts/0 mechanics

75 concepts/25 mechanics

50 concepts/50 mechanics

25 concepts/75 mechanics

0 concepts/100 mechanics



best practice

Mechanics, Tatasz, https://www.deviantart.com/tatasz/art/Mechanics-548545923



regularly taught mechanics

0% 10% 20% 30%

Other

LC Classification

Library policies (e.g., lending, food and drink, hours)

Chat Reference

InterLibrary Loan

Boolean searching

Connecting keywords with Boolean connectors

Finding the full-text of an article (e.g., through a link resolver)

Database limiters and/or facets



Overload Wiki, https://overload.fandom.com/wiki/Overload_Wiki

best practice



What do f i r s t -
year s tudents  
real ly  need to 
know? 
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frames taught to first-year 
students

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Information has Value

Information Creation is a Process

Scholarship is a Conversation

Authority is Constructed and Contextual

Research as Inquiry

Searching is a Strategic Exploration



best practice

Phil Windley, https://www.windley.com/archives/2018/03/building_your_business_on_sovrin_domain-specific_trust_frameworks.shtml



use of assessments in teaching

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Authentic end-of semester assessment (e.g., final
paper scored with a rubric)

Pre and/or Post-Test or Quiz

End-of-class assessment (e.g., one minute paper,
student evaluation)

In-class formative assessment (e.g., Q&A, clickers)

Worksheet or other types of deliverable

Always or Usually About half the time Seldom or Never



best practice

How do students measure up?, Krissy Venosdale, https://www.flickr.com/photos/venosdale/4376443940



your own 
teaching
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thank you!
F M I :  m l o w e @ i u p u i .e d u
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